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iNtroduCtioN  
FroM direCtor,  
BBC CYMru wales

there can be no doubt these are testing times 
for all broadcasters. Faced with an unprecedented 
economic downturn, key questions about the future 
of broadcasting in wales are being debated both  
here in wales and in westminster. 
there is a lot at stake – decisions taken over the coming months 
may redefine the nature of public service broadcasting in wales 
for many years. 

despite these significant challenges BBC Cymru wales has 
enjoyed a year of outstanding creative success and development.

our coverage of the recession and its impact on the people of 
wales has been incisive and comprehensive across radio, television 
and online. our radio stations have provided a crucial forum 
for national debate, while BBC Wales Today and Newyddion have 
provided unrivalled analysis of a complex and fast-moving story.

we have shone a spotlight on contemporary wales through 
landmark series such as Hospital 24/7, O Flaen Dy Lygaid, 
Changing Lives, Frontline Afghanistan and our innovative childhood 
season, What are we doing to our kids? 

our extraordinary contribution to the BBC’s networks has also 
gone from strength to strength – and the news that BBC one’s 
Casualty will soon relocate to wales is testament to the skill and 
reputation of our production teams.

Finally, in January 2009, the BBC National orchestra of wales 
moved to their new home – BBC hoddinott hall – at the wales 
Millennium Centre. a fitting home at last for one of the jewels in 
wales’ cultural crown.

Menna Richards 
director, BBC Cymru wales
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two-MiNute suMMarY

PerForMaNCe, outPut aNd exPeNditure:  
BBC CYMru wales FaCts aNd Figures

aPProVal oF the BBC iN wales (MeaN sCore out oF 10)  
source: PBts/tNs

06/07 6.78
07/08 6.77
08/09 6.68

General impression of the BBC

06/07 4.87
07/08 4.79
08/09 4.93

Value for money of the licence fee

teleVisioN weeKlY reaCh (adults)  
source: BarB (based on 15-minute reach)

06/07 885,000
07/08 870,000
08/09 856,000

BBC Cymru Wales English language programmes

06/07 228,000
07/08 193,000
08/09 166,000

BBC Cymru Wales on S4C

radio weeKlY reaCh (adults)  
source: rajar/ipsos Mori

06/07 461,000
07/08 440,000
08/09 435,000

BBC Radio Wales

06/07 160,000
07/08 152,000
08/09 155,000

BBC Radio Cymru
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546,000 
adults in wales who listened to either BBC radio 
wales and/or radio Cymru each week in 2008/09.

 

52%
Percentage of adults in wales with access 
to broadband internet at home.

856,000
adults in wales who watched BBC Cymru wales 
english language programmes each week in 2008/09 
(based on 15-minute reach).

 10.6m
Viewers in uK who watched the final episode 
of Doctor Who’s fourth series.

BBC CYMru wales eNglish  
laNguage tV 

06/07 814
07/08 766
08/09 721

Hours of origination 

BBC CYMru wales oN s4C

06/07 506
07/08 566
08/09 590

Hours of origination 

weBsite weeKlY uNiQue users 
source: BBC

BBC CYMru wales outPut For BBC NetworKs  
(deliVered)

06/07 963,000
07/08 1,215,000
08/09 1,525,000

BBC Cymru Wales English language sites

06/07 140
07/08 117
08/09 120

Hours of origination

06/07 37,000
07/08 38,000
08/09 38,000

BBC Cymru Wales Welsh language sites

Further facts and figures available at bbc.co.uk/wales/info/

*  Based on ofcom definition of qualifying Network tV production from the nations.

06/07 34
07/08 29
08/09 25

Expenditure £M (under Ofcom definitions*)
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Citizenship 
the recession – and its impact on audiences across wales – 
dominated coverage this year. Our news services provided impartial 
analysis and unparalleled insight into a story which was both global 
and very local. in addition, our specialist programmes – including 
Week In Week Out, Wales at Work, Taro Naw and Eye on Wales – have all 
provided in-depth analysis of the unfolding economic picture.
Across all output, we have ensured audiences are at the heart of our 
programming. BBC Wales Today’s your stories strand has become a 
highly-valued part of the programme with hundreds of viewers getting 
in touch. the two issues which generated the most vigorous audience 
debate were broadband availability – the notorious ‘not spots’ – and 
council plans to switch off street lighting in order to save money.
collaboration between BBc wales and network news teams has 
improved significantly following the publication of the King report 
into BBc network news coverage of the four uK nations. A package 
of initiatives has led to far richer, and more accurate, coverage of 
welsh news stories on the network.
Week In Week Out has continued its scrutiny of welsh life with high-
profile investigations into the cleanliness of welsh hospitals and 
meat hygiene standards in welsh abattoirs. the hospital investigation 
resulted in the welsh Assembly government changing its testing 
regime for the c.difficile infection. 
the welsh council elections of may 2008 provided a significant  
test for the main parties in wales and BBc wales provided in-depth 
coverage of the results with special programmes on BBc radio  
wales and radio cymru. 

PrograMMe aNd 
aCtiVitY highlights
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LeaRning
in a highly distinctive contribution for BBc four’s special season on 
reading, the BBc wales factual team followed children’s laureate 
michael rosen as he attempted to reintroduce ‘the joy of reading’  
into a busy cardiff primary school. Just Read is shown here.
in children’s programming, a new series, Tellytales, brought to life  
age-old stories from 25 different countries across the world using  
an innovative mix of animation and live action. the 25-part series  
for cBeebies and s4c (Un Tro) saw contributions from hundreds  
of school-children from across south wales.
the BBc national Orchestra of wales continued its innovative 
portfolio of education and outreach events including family concerts, 
mentoring projects, and instrumental and choral master classes. 
Of particular note was the Orchestra’s work with animateur 
Andy Pidcock, who together with conductor grant llewellyn led the 
Orchestra in two concerts for children with special needs – work 
which next year will be extended to north wales. 
Funny Money featured a series of television comedy shorts to support 
the BBc raw money campaign. the short films were performed 
by welsh comedian rhod gilbert and were designed to increase 
understanding of the pitfalls of arranging events such as weddings 
or funerals, and the care that should be taken when making major 
purchases such as buying a car.
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CReativity
BBc cymru wales has continued to make a major contribution  
to the BBc’s network television, radio and online services over  
the past year. 
the fourth series of Doctor Who, starring david tennant and catherine 
tate, was one of the uK television highlights of the year, and the final 
episode was watched by 10.6 million viewers. A further series of The 
Sarah Jane Adventures was screened on BBc One and cBBc during 
the year. the drama team also worked with independent company 
shine to launch a new series for BBc One, Merlin. A second series is 
now in production.
in factual, Amazon with Bruce Parry, shown here, (produced by indus 
films) was one of the highlights for BBc two. the programmes 
followed Parry on his epic journey down the world’s greatest river. 
the accompanying website, produced by BBc wales, gave audiences  
a preview of his exploits long before the series transmitted.
BBc wales’ factual and music team continued to prove their 
versatility and quality with a range of projects including a second 
series of Trees which made Britain, a film on the emperor hadrian,  
and a subtle documentary about the rarely-filmed christian sect the 
Amish, as well as several editions of the much-loved Coast strand. 
Our radio production teams made distinctive programmes for 
all the BBc’s radio networks throughout the year, including a 
range of continuing strands for BBc radio 3. the radio drama 
department continued to attract attention with the depth and range 
of its productions for radio 4. these included a special episode of 
Torchwood for radio 4 – and led to the commission of a series to air 
in 2009. welsh novelist charlotte greig also produced her first radio 
play, and attracted critical acclaim for The Confession. 

PrograMMe aNd aCtiVitY highlights
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COMMUnity
Across all services, BBc cymru wales continued to perform a vital 
role in reflecting, reporting and celebrating the full diversity of welsh 
life in every part of the country. Our sports output across 2008/09 
exemplified this commitment through its in-depth and wide-ranging 
coverage of mainstream and more minority sports. 
the up-and-downs of both the national rugby team and the domestic 
clubs were reflected on radio, television and online through Scrum V 
and Y Clwb Rygbi on s4c. in cricket, glamorgan’s fluctuating fortunes 
featured on our radio and online platforms. 
in football, the wales under 21s and senior side’s fortunes have been 
followed by both BBc cymru wales’ radio stations with commentary 
of every senior international played during the year.
the fortunes of all three domestic clubs were regularly reported, with 
full commentaries on cardiff city and swansea city’s championship 
and cup games, and wrexham’s bid to regain their place in the 
football league. cardiff city’s historic journey to the fA cup final 
was also covered extensively across all services.
BBc two wales’ Sport Wales continued to set the journalistic agenda 
as well as reflecting under-represented sports with an emphasis on 
young people and women’s sport. And in december 2008, BBc wales 
Sports Personality of the Year celebrated national and local sporting 
achievement across a diverse range of sports.
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gLObaL
comprehensive coverage of uK and world events was provided by 
Newyddion on s4c, including the American presidential elections and 
the Olympic and Paralympic games in Beijing. in the run-up to the us 
elections, dewi llwyd undertook a marathon journey from cardiff-
by-the-sea in california to Bangor, Pennsylvania, on the east coast to 
take the temperature of America as it went to the polls.
in Beijing, BBc cymru wales’ multi-media sports team tracked 
the twists and turns of all the welsh competitors including golds 
for rower tom James, cyclists nicole cooke and geraint thomas, 
and the efforts of david davies who secured silver after a heroic 
performance in the men’s 10k swim. 
A fortnight later, welsh and welsh-based Paralympians won an 
astonishing 16 gold medals, with david roberts’s four golds 
enabling him to equal dame tanni grey-thompson’s career total 
of eleven gold medals at the games.
BBc radio wales and radio cymru kept the nation up into the 
early hours of the morning as they broadcast live coverage of Joe 
calzaghe’s last fight against roy Jones Jnr from madison square 
garden in new york. his retirement was announced exclusively by 
the BBc, with special output on BBc radio wales, radio cymru 
and online.

PrograMMe aNd aCtiVitY highlights
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DigitaL
with digital television switchover just months away in wales, the 
BBc has continued to work closely with digital uK to ensure 
households across wales are able to make informed choices during 
the transition to digital.
On dAB (digital radio), coverage of the BBc’s uK radio networks 
has continued to grow in wales. however, there has been little 
progress for BBc radio wales or radio cymru as the build-out 
of local commercial multiplexes has been hit by the economic 
downturn. the BBc continues to work closely with Ofcom and the 
uK government to try to resolve the significant distribution issues 
facing both stations.
BBc cymru wales has continued to promote its broadband 
services the length and breadth of wales, and the success of 
BBc iPlayer has enabled audiences in wales to enjoy a range of 
programming on demand for the very first time, including much  
of the BBc’s programming contribution to s4c.
innovation has been at the heart of BBc wales’ digital strategy – 
and a range of multiplatform projects, including Scrum V, What are  
we doing to our kids?, Not in my Nature and Eisteddfod coverage, have 
all explored new ways to interact with viewers and listeners. 
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serViCe  
PerForMaNCe

BBc One wAles And BBc twO wAles 
with digital switchover fast approaching, 
2008/09 was a year of change and transition in 
english language television. as BBC two wales 
took its final bow, the priority has been to 
develop high-impact programming that can take 
an increasingly prominent role in peaktime on 
BBC one wales, maximising the audience value 
of our editorial investment.

throughout the year, BBC Cymru wales 
innovated with high-quality, landmark 
programming that enjoyed significant audience 
appreciation. Coal House at War took viewers 
back to l944, and made modern history 
accessible to audiences of all ages. it proved 
extremely popular, particularly with young families. 

More recently, BBC wales’ childhood season 
What are we doing to our kids? explored a 
range of contemporary social issues, including 
parenting, poverty and inclusion. as part of this 
season, the BBC one wales series Changing 
Lives saw teenage siblings swap homes for a 
week, exposing contrasting approaches to 
discipline, diet and housework. a peaktime 
documentary, One Family in Wales (presented 
by Political editor Betsan Powys), highlighted the 

often corrosive impact of poverty on childhood 
and levels of personal aspiration. a quarter of a 
million viewers in wales saw this challenging and 
powerful programme on BBC one wales. 

this commitment to contemporary, high impact 
programming also inspired the recent BBC one 
wales series Hospital 24/7. Broadcast across a 
single week in January 2009, BBC wales captured 
life at the university hospital of wales over an 
intense seven day round-the-clock period. the 
result was a powerful portrait of the work of the 
dedicated teams who save and improve the lives 
of patients every day of the week. in a similar 
vein, Somebody’s Child examined the intimate 
stories of vulnerable children and teenagers 
through the work of Barnardos Cymru.

Valleys-based sitcom series High Hopes, written 
by Boyd Clack, returned in autumn 2008 for 
a very successful run of six programmes, and 
the final series of long-running drama Belonging 
again proved very popular. BBC wales will be 
launching two new peaktime dramas over the 
next two years. 

PANTONE reference:

485c

RGB reference:

R 221
G 26
B 12

PLEASE NOTE: USE APPROPRIATE COLOUR REF FOR  COLOUR MODE  AND APPLICATION 

CMYK reference:

C 0
M 97
Y 100
K 0
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Journalism remained the cornerstone of our 
english language television service. BBC Wales 
Today bulletins were seen by 1.2 million viewers 
each week in wales, and weeknight audiences 
at 6.30pm averaged 266,000. BBC Wales 
Today journalists, based in all corners of wales, 
delivered a comprehensive and authoritative 
daily news and sports service all year round. 

Dragon’s Eye, am.pm and The Politics Show 
ensured that political matters in wales were 
reflected accurately and extensively and that 
there was ample room for challenging debate. 

on BBC two wales we continued to offer 
programmes which explore the landscape 
of wales. in Hidden Histories – a partnership 
project with the royal Commission on ancient 
Monuments in wales – we followed the work 
to uncover aspects of welsh history buried in 
the landscape.

BBC wales seeks to offer a range of arts 
coverage to appeal to different audiences – 
from the unashamedly popular and celebratory 
(such as a profile of the winners of last year’s 
Last Choir Standing competition – only Men 
aloud) to the more exploratory (including  

a film by welsh novelist James hawes about 
Franz Kafka). 

our On Show strand has also explored the 
tradition of woollen mills in wales, and the work 
of impressionist painter alfred sisley (designed 
to coincide with an exhibition of his work at  
the National Museum and gallery of wales).

in a successful series for BBC one wales,  
Welsh Greats offered a fresh perspective from 
today’s celebrities on the lives of significant 
welsh performers from the past including aled 
Jones on sir harry secombe, Cerys Matthews 
on dorothy squires and daniel evans on 
richard Burton.

on BBC two wales we continued to offer 
programmes which explore the landscape and 
history of wales in series such as Secret Wales 
presented by sara edwards and roy Noble,  
and Big Country which looked at life in the  
three National Parks of wales. 

“ What are we doing to our kids? 
explored a range of contemporary 
social issues, including parenting, 
poverty and inclusion.”

Coal House at War. What are we doing to our kids?
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serViCe PerForMaNCe 

BBc cymru wAles On s4c 
as the audience migration from s4C’s bilingual 
analogue service to s4C digidol continued 
apace, BBC Cymru wales played a central role in 
supporting the channel – with both Newyddion 
and Pobol y Cwm helping to build s4C’s share of 
viewing among welsh language audiences during 
the highly-competitive evening hours.

our nightly news service on s4C, Newyddion, 
continued to perform strongly on s4C. despite its 
challenging 7.30pm slot, weekday audience figures 
during 2008/09 continued the upward trend seen 
over the last four years.

the weekly political discussion programme CF99 
completed its first full year run in 2008, while Taro 
Naw strengthened its reputation for meticulously 
researched and well-told story telling. 

Pawb a’i Farn continued to broadcast from 
different locations across wales each week. its 
performance in 2008 was particularly strong 
and the format was successfully adapted for 
radio with a successful run on radio Cymru. 
in early december Pawb a’i Farn and radio 
Cymru’s Taro’r Post came together for a unique 
simulcast to discuss climate change.

in America 08: Dewi Llwyd ar Daith, our regular 
Newyddion presenter travelled the breadth of 
the united states to discuss the Presidential 
election with welsh-speaking americans. on the 
journey from Cardiff-by-the-sea in California to 
Bangor, Pennsylvania, dewi met a wide range of 
people with very different perspectives on the 
issues facing the usa.

during our week-long coverage of the National 
Eisteddfod in Cardiff we broadcast 131 hours of 
programming on s4C, in addition to ‘red button’ 
coverage of the activities of the literary Pavilion 
(Y Babell lên).

the BBC’s daily drama Pobol y Cwm retained 
its position as the channel’s most popular daily 
programme. its excellent performance over 
recent years was sustained and the production 
team continue to innovate and develop the 
long-running drama.

our joint investment with s4C in domestic 
rugby rights continues to pay dividends with 
excellent audiences to our coverage of the 
Magners league: Y Clwb Rygbi’s exclusive 
coverage consistently delivers some of s4C’s 
highest audiences. 

CF99 with Bethan rhys roberts and Vaughan roderick.
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BBc rAdiO cymru
BBC radio Cymru is the BBC’s national welsh 
language station for wales. last year, the station 
reached 155,000 listeners per week (2007/08: 
152,000). 

BBC radio Cymru introduced a new morning 
and afternoon schedule in the autumn – with 
Jonsi moving to the afternoons, and Eleri Siôn  
a Dafydd Du launching a new morning  
breakfast show.

Celtic Media award winner dylan Jones (Taro’r 
Post) moved to an earlier 12pm slot while Nia 
(roberts) launched her own mid-morning show. 
Meanwhile hywel gwynfryn embarked on a 
new project to engage listeners and communities 
throughout wales in a new roving reporting role. 

as well as hywel’s new role, a number of 
programmes went on tour during the year 
– garry owen’s O Lan i Lan embarked on a 
pre-election tour, dewi llwyd took to the road 
with Manylu – Hawl i Holi in early summer; C2 
completed their four week tour of schools in 
october and November; and at the end of 
the year Papurau Bro on Post Cyntaf captured 
reaction across the country to the credit crunch.

in what proved to be a highly musical year 
– especially for welsh choirs in the media – 
Cystadleuaeth Corau Meibion Radio Cymru saw 
12 male voice choirs battle over nine weeks to 
reach the final in November – which coincided 
with Cyngerdd Glanaethwy, Ysgol Glanaethwy’s 
18th birthday celebration from the wales 
Millennium Centre. only Men aloud’s attempt 
to win the No 1 spot in the Christmas charts 
was captured in a profile of the choir in the 
weekly arts strand Stiwdio.

well-known guest presenters featured 
consistently throughout the year and included 
series presented by Cerys Mathews, Bryn  
terfel, geraint Jarman and elin Manahan thomas, 
while rhodri ogwen williams, aled Jones and 
rhydian roberts all presented Christmas specials. 

other highlights included Dyddiadur y Lludw – 
Beti george’s impromptu radio, text and video 
journal from argentina during the aftermath of 
the Chilean volcano eruption; and the first ever 
welsh language radio commentary available 
uK-wide via the BBC’s red Button service 
during the Cardiff City v Portsmouth Fa  
Cup Final.

“ hywel gwynfryn embarked on a 
new project to engage listeners and 
communities throughout wales.”

eleri siôn and dafydd du.
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BBc rAdiO wAles
BBC radio wales is the only national english 
language station in wales. last year, the station 
reached 435,000 listeners per week (2007/08: 
440,000). 

as radio wales celebrated its 30th anniversary, 
the station remained the most popular 
indigenous service in wales. a refreshed sunday 
morning schedule and the consolidation of the 
relaunched weekday schedule contributed to 
another strong year. 

Ruth Jones’ Sunday Brunch was the centrepiece 
of the new autumn schedule. the two-hour 
show culminated in a live outside broadcast 
from Barry island before Christmas. 

Comedy and drama remained an important 
part of the schedule with the first dramatisation 
of Malcolm Pryce’s popular detective novels, 
Aberystwyth Mon Amour. the stand up comedian 
rhod gilbert‘s saturday show and weekly 
podcast went from strength to strength.

the morning news programme Good Morning 
Wales now broadcasts seven days a week 
providing audiences in wales with detailed 
analysis and reports on both welsh and world 

affairs. there was comprehensive local election 
coverage as part of BBC wales’ overall political 
offer. the daily phone-in programme provided 
a platform for audiences in wales to have their 
say on the national issues of the day. 

wales’ sporting success has been a key focus  
for the station with Cardiff City reaching the  
Fa Cup Final and the 2009 six Nations 
Campaign, with a range of outside broadcasts 
and a day at the Millennium stadium marking  
its tenth anniversary. 

the award-winning religious affairs programmes 
All Things Considered continued to make an 
impact with a range of excellent programmes. 
this year roy Jenkins’ interview with John 
humphrys won the Jerusalem trust radio 
award and the strand won a special gold award 
at the Christian Broadcasting Council awards. 

a relaunched and rebranded new website for 
the station provided an opportunity to develop 
the online presence of BBC radio wales and 
the integration of the station’s programmes 
onto the BBC iPlayer. 

serViCe PerForMaNCe 

“ Sunday Brunch was the centrepiece 
of the new autumn schedule.”

ruth Jones.
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BBc cymru wAles Online
BBC Cymru wales’ online audience grew 
strongly in 2008/09 to more than 1.5 million 
weekly unique users, more than 300,000 higher 
than the 2007/08 average.

2008/09 was a period of rapid growth in 
online development, as broadband penetration 
continued to grow apace across wales. 41% of 
adults in wales now use the internet most days, 
up from 25% in 2005, and a fifth of adults in 
wales visited a BBC wales website last year. 

More strikingly, three fifths of adults in wales are 
now aware of the new on demand service, BBC 
iPlayer, with a fifth having used it. during the year, 
the welsh language iPlayer was also launched, 
offering a fully bilingual user experience. 

New homepages were launched for bbc.co.uk/
wales and bbc.co.uk/cymru and their format is 
currently being adopted by the other nations. 
New content categories were launched for 
music, history, nature and arts – each with new 
portal pages and content aimed at these key 
online audiences. in welsh, the Cylchgrawn arts 
magazine and blog was launched.

radio wales and radio Cymru both launched 
new websites, with innovations such as the 
radio iPlayer, podcasts and online videos of 
music sessions.

locally-commissioned multiplatform 
productions were delivered for Coal House  
at War, Not in My Nature, the Childhood season, 
What have we done to our kids?, the National 
eisteddfod, Pobol y Cwm and Mastermind  
Plant Cymru. 

BBC wales’ online team has established 
itself as the BBC’s main centre for network 
multiplatform drama output through interactive 
productions for Doctor Who, Merlin, Torchwood, 
The Sarah Jane Adventures, Mistresses and Ashes 
to Ashes. the Doctor Who website reached a 
weekly audience of one million users by the  
end of series four. the team also produced 
major landmark factual websites, such as 
Amazon and Last Chance to See.

in 2008/09, a new online system was also 
launched to ensure that all television and 
radio programmes have a supporting website 
– including all BBC wales productions – 
compared with only a fifth of BBC programmes 
previously.

BBC wales homepage. What are we doing to our kids? homepage.
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BBc nAtiOnAl OrchestrA Of wAles
2008/09 was an historic year for the orchestra, 
with the opening of its new home BBC 
hoddinott hall at the wales Millennium Centre 
in January 2009. 

the new hall cements the orchestra’s role 
at the heart of national musical life in wales, 
and underscores the BBC’s historic and deep-
rooted commitment to musical endeavour and 
achievement throughout the uK. 

BBC hoddinott hall provides a state-of-the-art 
facility for rehearsal, recording and performance 
and means that much more of the orchestra’s 
work can now be opened up to the people  
of wales. 

as well as our subscription concert series at 
st. david’s hall in Cardiff and Brangwyn hall, 
swansea, BBC Now has begun an additional 
series of concerts at BBC hoddinott hall which 
focus on welsh repertoire and works by major 
composers which are seldom heard in the 
concert hall.

the orchestra gave 67 concerts during the 
year, 59 of which were in wales. seven concerts 
involved the BBC National Chorus of wales – 
which also visited Paris to sing in a performance 
of Frank Martin’s Et in terra pax with the 
ensemble orchestral de Paris, conducted by the 
orchestra’s Principal Conductor, thierry Fischer.

two important artistic appointments were 
made during the year: simon holt became 
our Composer-in-association, and has already 
written two exciting pieces for us, Troubled light 
and St. Vitus in the kettle. François-xavier roth, our 
new associate guest Conductor, is a charismatic 
figure whose wide-ranging repertoire accords 
with that of the orchestra itself.

unfortunately, the past year has not been 
without sadness – the sudden and untimely 
death of Conductor emeritus richard hickox  
in November 2008 shocked everybody. he 
made an extraordinary contribution to the 
work and profile of the orchestra, and is missed 
by everybody. 

serViCe PerForMaNCe 

“ the new hall cements the 
orchestra’s role at the heart of 
national musical life in wales.”

BBC hoddinott hall.
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cOmmunity OutreAch 
BBC Cymru wales here for You roadshows 
continued to attract visitors in their thousands. 
a total of 7,000 people attended the here 
for You one-day roadshows in wrexham and 
Cwmbran allowing members of the public to 
interact with around 23 different programmes 
and departments from BBC wales. 

over the past year BBC wales also had a 
strong presence at various events. the royal 
horticultural show in Cardiff and the anglesey 
walking Festival featured the Breathing Places 
campaign. the royal welsh agricultural show 
in Builth wells previewed the BBC wales’ multi-
platform history series Coal House at War while 
the royal welsh winter Fair focused on gathering 
feedback from the public about the series. 

welsh lAnguAge scheme
the BBC is committed to treating the english 
and welsh languages on a basis of equality 
in conducting its public business in wales. 
BBC Cymru wales’ Board of Management is 
responsible for implementing and monitoring 
the BBC’s welsh language scheme. the next 
formal assessment of the scheme will be 
undertaken during 2009/10.

chArities
during 2008/09 BBC Cymru wales broadcast 
ten charity features on radio – in welsh on 
BBC radio Cymru and in english on BBC radio 
wales – and broadcast four tV charity features 
in english on BBC one wales. 

Five online features were produced for  
BBC Cymru wales’ websites in welsh and 
english. additional information continues to  
be available on Ceefax. detailed information 
about each charity broadcast and the BBC’s 
charity broadcast policy appears on the BBC 
website (bbc.co.uk/walescharities and  
bbc.co.uk/elusennau).

children in need
a record grant budget of over £2.8million made 
a significant difference in wales, giving greater 
opportunity to offer more sustainable three-
year funding to many projects. Nevertheless, the 
total value of applications received exceeded 
£14million so many difficult choices had to 
be made. despite the impact of recession, 
November’s Children in Need appeal in wales 
saw a 29% year-on-year increase in income.

“ despite the impact of recession, 
November’s Children in Need appeal 
in wales saw a 29% year-on-year 
increase in income.”
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Priorities For  
the Next Year

Building Audience vAlue in wAles 
And On the BBc’s netwOrKs 
BBC Cymru wales’ priority over the coming 
year is to maximise the value and impact of our 
content across all platforms. every part of the 
BBC is faced with ongoing efficiency targets, so 
we will need to rigorously and routinely assess 
where investment can make the biggest impact. 
we will, for example, continue to increase our 
presence on BBC one wales, extending the 
breadth and appeal of our programming on 
wales’ favourite channel.

we will continue to work closely with our 
partners at s4C to ensure that our innovative 
strategic Partnership continues to meet 
the needs of welsh language audiences in a 
multiplatform world. despite some of the 
challenges the partnership has faced over recent 
months, we remain convinced it is an essential 
platform for the fulfilment of both broadcasters’ 
responsibilities to welsh language audiences.

we will also continue to grow our major 
network contribution, developing the talent and 
infrastructure required to meet the challenging 
BBC trust targets for network growth in the uK 
nations. these targets are a significant creative 
opportunity for the entire creative sector in 
wales, but we will need to plan carefully in 
order to ensure we can meet the challenge  
that has been set. 

BBC wales will work in partnership with 
network colleagues to ensure that an increasing 
number of network commissions over the 
coming years reflect the voices and interests of 
modern wales. in a similar vein, we will continue 
to strengthen our collaboration with BBC News 
network colleagues to ensure wales is more 
fully reflected in uK news coverage.

although the migration to digital television is 
almost complete, significant distribution issues 
remain. it is essential we continue to work with 
partners and stakeholders across the radio 
industry to extend the availability of radio 
wales and radio Cymru on daB – and to 
ensure that these vital national services are 
available to all.
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aUDienCe iMpaCt  
to increase the audience reach of BBc wales’ english language 
programming on BBc One wales and BBc two wales. 

new paRtneRship  
to help secure a new strategic Partnership with s4c that  
meets the changing needs and expectations of welsh language 
licence fee payers.

netwORk gROwth  
to support the BBc’s ‘out of london’ strategy by strengthening 
our contribution to the BBc’s networks on television, radio and 
online – and to work in partnership with network commissioners 
to help improve portrayal of wales in this content. 

RaDiO COveRage  
to ensure BBc radio wales and BBc radio cymru are available 
to listeners across wales by working with partners to resolve  
the current challenges facing dAB/fm.

key pRiORity highLights
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how to CoNtaCt  
the BBC

if you wish to find out more about the BBC’s year – including full 
financial statements and each service’s performance against its 
statement of Programme Policy – then please visit  
www.bbc.co.uk/annualreport 

if you want to know more about how the BBC is run then 
please visit www.bbc.co.uk/info 

BBC information is our audience’s virtual front door to the BBC. 
if you have a question, comment, complaint or suggestion about 
BBC programmes and services, then please write to us here:

BBc information
Bangor 
ll57 2BY

telephone: 03703 500 700* (lines are open 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week. Calls may be monitored or recorded for 
training purposes.) 
textphone: 03700 100 212* 
Fax: 0141 307 5770

website: www.bbc.co.uk/feedback 

last year we had over 1.6 million contacts from  
the general public.
*  0370 numbers are called ‘uK wide’ and cost no more than calls to 01 or 02 

geographic numbers.

BBc cymru wales Board 
of management

From left to right:

top row 
Menna richards, director, 
wales

Clare hudson, head of 
Programmes (english 
language)

second row 
Nigel walker, head 
of Change & internal 
Communications 

Mark o’Callaghan, head of 
News and Current affairs

third row 
Keith Jones, head of 
Programmes (welsh 
language & New Media)

Cathryn allen, head of 
Broadcast development 

Fourth row 
gareth Powell, Chief 
operating officer

Fifth row 
Jude gray, head of human 
resources & development

rhodri talfan davies, 
head of strategy and 
Communications
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“ we haVe shoNe 
a light oN 
CoNteMPorarY 
wales liKe NeVer 
BeFore.” 
Menna RiChaRDs

“ BBC wales has 
oFFered iN-dePth 
CoVerage oF the 
reCessioN aCross 
all PlatForMs.” 
MaRk O’CaLLaghan

“ iN welsh, our aiM 
is to ProVide high 
QualitY News, 
iNForMatioN aNd 
eNtertaiNMeNt oN 
teleVisioN, radio 
aNd oNliNe.”  
keith JOnes

“ iN a tough FiNaNCial 
CliMate, we are 
FoCusiNg oN the 
PrograMMes aNd 
serViCes that 
audieNCes Value 
Most.” 
gaReth pOweLL

“ our ChalleNge oVer 
the Next Year is to 
Build our iMPaCt oN 
BBC oNe wales.” 
CLaRe hUDsOn

“ it is Vital our 
PrograMMes 
CoNtiNue to Cut 
through with 
audieNCes, aNd MaKe 
a real diFFereNCe.” 
RhODRi taLFan 
Davies




